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DIY Tuesday: Glass Cake Stand

Remember the "Let Them Eat Cake" party I posted last week? Well, I promised I would post
some of the simple projects I did for the party!
So, to start, here is the DIY for the simple Cake Stands!

First, I would like to note that these cake stands only cost me $2 each to make! Which saved
me a ton of money especially considering that I needed 6 stands for all of my party guests.

My name is Andrea, I am a
full time mom and blogger
with a passion for interior
design, art, crafts and of
course, good food. Click here
to read more...
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I also did a similar version of this cake stand for my cousin's wedding,
and I really like how they turned out!

Learn where I purchased my supplies and how to make your own glass cake stand by clicking
below!

Glass Cake Stand
Materials Needed...
Tall glass candle holder (I found mine at the Dollar Store)
Glass plate, small or medium sized (also can be purchased at the Dollar Store)
Clear multipurpose or glass adhesive (ie. gorilla glue or E-6000, can be purchased at any large
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craft store)

Step 1. Clean you plate and candle holder and let them sit out to dry (they have been sitting on
the shelf uncovered at the Dollar Store, who knows what could be on them!)

Step 2. Be sure to look carefully at your adhesive's directions, some will tell you to slightly
damped the surface before gluing. Then, place a thin coat of glue around the perimeter of the

top of your candle holder. 

Step 3. Carefully center the plate on top of the candle stick and let dry according to glue
directions. (You can also set a book or something heavy on top of the stand as it drys)

And your done! Almost too simple right?

...if you would like to make a higher cake stand like I did for my cousin's wedding, just buy
multiple candle holders and glue the tops together (so 1 candle stick is upside down).
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Replies

25 comments:

CV Love June 28, 2011 at 6:26 AM

i love the ideia

Reply

Erika June 28, 2011 at 6:28 AM

It's so beautiful and simple!

Reply

Bridal Affairs June 28, 2011 at 6:41 AM

Very clever and they are so pretty!

Reply

The Olive Tree Blog June 28, 2011 at 7:00 AM

Lovely! Is wrong that it is 8 am and now all I can think about is cake?!

Reply

Unknown June 28, 2011 at 8:07 AM

Love it!

http://bonniegetchell.blogspot.com

Reply

Nourhan @ Miss Anthropist's Kitchen June 28, 2011 at 8:30 AM

Love this!! Thanks for sharing :)

Reply

Unknown November 22, 2012 at 3:56 PM

Honey can you see what glue she is using? savagearts1@yahoo.com

Unknown November 22, 2012 at 3:57 PM

Honey can you see what glue she is using? savagearts1@yahoo.com

Unknown April 24, 2015 at 4:20 PM
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Reply

Lindsay @ Delighted Momma June 28, 2011 at 11:56 AM

This turned out beautiful!! I just made my own cupcake stand for my sons bday but it def did not
turn out as pretty as yours!

Reply

Gloria June 28, 2011 at 12:20 PM

they look amazing (as do those cakes)!

Reply

sherri lynn June 28, 2011 at 12:38 PM

This is such a great DIY! I've been wanting a cake stand but didn't want to buy one. I really
want to make this!

Reply

Merry Johnson July 7, 2011 at 5:56 AM

Wow ! what an interesting blog.Thanks for sharing this information.Your information is really
informative for us.
Nice blog on cake stands
.
Keep sharing more & more.....

Reply

Michelle Ha August 31, 2011 at 4:34 PM

you are a genius. i am now itching to go to my local dollar store. thanks for the tutorial!

Reply

Anonymous December 15, 2011 at 1:45 AM

this is such a brilliant idea! I love love love it

Reply

Anonymous April 17, 2012 at 6:35 AM

thanks I'm going to make a variety of sizes and levels for cupcake stands.

Reply

Anonymous May 5, 2012 at 3:32 PM

What a clever idea! Thanks very much for sharing it.

Reply

Danielle September 5, 2012 at 10:08 AM

Your photos are beautiful, great shots. I also did a similar project.
http://www.decorellaknox.com/2012/09/easy-diy-glass-cake-stand.html

Reply

Anonymous December 14, 2012 at 3:41 PM

I'm really impressed along with your writing talents as well as with the layout to your blog. Is
that this a paid topic or did you modify it your self? Anyway keep up the nice high quality
writing, it is rare to see a nice blog like this one today..
Review my blog post ; african mango for sale

Reply

Anonymous January 13, 2013 at 2:06 AM

Wow, awesome blog layout! How lοng 
hаvе you been blοgging foг? you makе blogging loоκ 
eаѕy. The overall looκ of your web sitе is wonderful, let alοne thе content!

Here is my blοg ρost ... Improve Cognitive ability
Feel free to surf my page improve focus
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Anonymous January 29, 2013 at 6:17 PM

Write more, thats all I hаνe to ѕay. Literally, it ѕeems аs thοugh 
уou relied on thе video to make yοur point.
You clearlу knoω what yоure talking about, why waste your intelligence 
οn just posting viԁeoѕ to уouг 
blog when you could be givіng uѕ sοmething іnfоrmative to read?

http://wωw.dfw-taхiсab.com/2011/07/taxi-serѵice-in-hurst-tx/
My web blog :: dfw airport taxi companies

Reply

Unknown October 19, 2014 at 9:25 AM

I am making a 15 inche wedding cake stand with a piece of square bevel glass bought from
goodwill for $2 and four candle sticks bought from dollar store for $1 each and since the small
hole at the top of the candle shows I took a lavender rose and put it down in the hole and it is
beautiful & bought a cake board 14in and it fits perfectly in the middle so that you can see the
holders with roses. My only problem is the glue shows through the glass and I am using
BEacon clear glue for glass & metal and more bought from michaels fir $8.00 I tried going
around the edge yo take off extra glue but then it makes stick loose. I also made all my glass
centerpieces for the all tables for my wedding reception by using i candle stick from dollar store
and one round vase looks like a decorated flower vase and it is beautiful and I used the same
glue and it worked great but it does not matter if I can see the glue because I will be putting a
submerged light in the flower vase & then clear water beads & then fresh flowers . Can you
please tell me the best glue or product that I can use for my cake stand so that the glue don't
show.

Reply

Unknown October 28, 2014 at 12:00 AM

I like the blog. As you can keep the cake on Cake Stand with different decorative cake stand.

Reply

Unknown June 20, 2018 at 8:34 PM

These DIY Glass Cake Stands are so pretty!Thank you for sharing this tutorial!DIY tutorial.

Reply

Ajit Sahu September 26, 2019 at 4:09 AM

These cake stand are great! They look so elegant! I have some handmade and unique design
cake stand.

Reply
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